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Summary
Centuries of discrimination and exploitation have left Black Americans much poorer than white
Americans. The median white household has a net worth 10 times that of the median Black household.
If Black households held a share of the national wealth in proportion to their share of the U.S.
population, it would amount to $12.68 trillion in household wealth, rather than the actual sum of $2.54
trillion. The total racial wealth gap, therefore, is $10.14 trillion.

There is a vital and vibrant conversation in America today about reparations programs and other
expenditure-based approaches to close the racial wealth gap. These investments are a moral imperative
and an urgent economic necessity.

But any program to close to racial wealth gap must grapple with the reality of wealth concentration in
contemporary America. The 400 richest American billionaires have more total wealth than all 10 million
Black American households combined. Black households have about 3% of all household wealth, while
the 400 wealthiest billionaires have 3.5% of all household wealth in the United States. Because wealth
in the United States is so highly concentrated, and because the wealthiest Americans are almost

https://www.brookings.edu/research/closing-the-racial-wealth-gap-requires-heavy-progressive-taxation-of-wealth/
https://www.brookings.edu/blueprints-for-american-renewal-and-prosperity/
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exclusively white, the racial wealth gap is also concentrated among the wealthiest families. Indeed, if the
wealth gap were completely eliminated for all but the richest 10% of households, the total racial wealth
gap would still be more than $8 trillion, 80% of the total wealth gap that exists today.

“The 400 richest American billionaires have more total wealth than all 10 million Black
American households combined.”

Any plan to eliminate the total racial wealth gap requires, in addition to a transformative national
investment in Black households and communities, a program of heavy and highly progressive taxation
aimed at the very wealthiest Americans. A comprehensive agenda to close the racial wealth gap would
likely include reforms to income and estate taxation, plus new taxes on wealth and inheritance,
buttressed by a substantial investment in enforcement.

While these taxes would likely also raise substantial revenue, this is not their primary purpose. High and
progressive taxation of extreme wealth is in itself a strategy for racial justice because it would directly
reduce the portion of the racial wealth gap that exists at the top of the economic ladder.

This paper begins by describing the racial wealth gap, its origins and some of the recent spending
proposals to reduce or eliminate it. I then examine how the racial wealth gap interacts with wealth
concentration in America and demonstrate the vital role that taxation must play in closing the racial
disparity in wealth.

Back to top ⇑

The racial wealth gap

There is an enormous disparity between the wealth of Black and white Americans. According to the
2016 Survey of Consumer Finances, the median white household has a net worth of $171,000, 10 times
the net worth of the median Black household, $17,100. In other words, Black households are
overrepresented among the poor and working class, and underrepresented among the upper-middle
class and the wealthy (Figure 1). The poorest 20% of American households have a net worth of less
than $4,700; many of these households have a negative wealth due to debt. Of these households, 26%
identify as Black. The richest 20% of American households have a net worth of more than about
$500,000; 3% of these households identify as Black.
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Unfortunately, policymakers have often put the responsibility for fixing centuries of racial inequity back

on the shoulders of Black people. For decades, 
elected officials argued that personal choices explained racial disparities. These claims have been
thoroughly debunked. As economists Trevon Logan and Darrick Hamilton 

have demonstrated:

[G]reater educational attainment, harder work, better financial decisions, and other
changes in habits and practices on the part of blacks … are wholly inadequate to bridge
the racial chasm in wealth.

Even when Black people have advanced degrees, own their home, have high paying jobs, and engage
in other behaviors associated with asset building, their wealth is typically much lower than their white
peers. Individual-level factors are simply not the explanation for the difference in the economic fortunes
of Black and white people.

https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Figure-1-US-Black-population-by-wealth-quintile.png
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3579128
https://socialequity.duke.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/what-we-get-wrong.pdf
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Instead, the racial wealth gap should be recognized as the consequence of discrimination, public and
private, throughout American history and continuing to this day. Nearly 250 years of slavery were
followed by a century of Jim Crow segregation and economic exploitation reinforced by state-sanctioned
violence. Until the later 20th Century, Black people were 

excluded from public programs to encourage
homeownership and higher education. Racial inequality persists in our contemporary, putatively color-
blind system; due to discrimination, Black people receive lower valuations on their homes and 

earn less money compared to white people
performing the same work. Biases in public investment and criminal justice leave Black communities
simultaneously underserved and overpoliced, and these civil rights violations also have serious
economic consequences.

Black people in America have been systematically stripped of the wealth they have produced. Only a
transformative national agenda can address the racial wealth gap, because the disparity is the product
of societal racism, compounded over generations.

Back to top ⇑

Addressing the racial wealth gap

It is impossible, of course, to design any policy agenda that would fully reverse the effects of centuries of
racism. Justice this long delayed has meant justice denied to generations. But there is a crucial and
vibrant conversation occurring today that envisions what reparations would look like.

The most straightforward approach is for the federal government to provide money to descendants of
American slaves. In their book, “From Here to Equality,” William A. Darity and A. Kirsten Mullen have
proposed a detailed program that addresses eligibility, total outlay, payment mechanisms, and oversight
of a potential reparations policy.

There are many other economic policies that are also commonly suggested to reduce the Black-white
wealth gap. Rashawn Ray and Andre Perry outline some of those proposals in their essay, “Why We
Need Reparations for Black America.” In addition to direct payments to descendants of slaves, Ray and
Perry look to a variety of programs to fund college education, 

forgive student loans, and promote homeownership
and entrepreneurship in the Black community. Darrick Hamilton and William Darity have proposed a

https://www.prrac.org/newsletters/marapr2006.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/research/devaluation-of-assets-in-black-neighborhoods/
https://www.epi.org/publication/black-white-wage-gaps-expand-with-rising-wage-inequality/
https://www.brookings.edu/policy2020/bigideas/why-we-need-reparations-for-black-americans/
https://tcf.org/content/report/bridging-progressive-policy-debates-student-debt-racial-wealth-gap-reinforce/?session=1&session=1
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system of “baby bonds” that would provide
American children with a nest-egg at birth; targeting larger bonds to children of lower-income families
would substantially reduce the median racial wealth gap over a generation.

“A spending-based program of reparations is a moral imperative. It is also an urgent
economic necessity.”

A spending-based program of reparations is a moral imperative. It is also an urgent economic necessity.

A serious reparations investment would provide 
enormous economic stimulus to the economy as a whole and would infuse urgently needed funds in
households and communities that have suffered from chronic underinvestment. But taxation—and
particularly, heavy and progressive taxation of wealth—also has a critical role to play in achieving racial
equality. To understand why, we must look at the relationship between the racial wealth gap and overall
wealth concentration.

Understanding the racial wealth gap in the context of extreme wealth
concentration

It is a striking fact that the 400 richest American billionaires have more total wealth than all 10 million
Black American households combined. Black households have about 3% of all household wealth, while
the 400 wealthiest billionaires have 3.5% of all household wealth (Figure 2).[1]

https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/45857103/Can_Baby_Bonds_Eliminate_the_Racial_Weal20160522-20195-urq65m.pdf?1463933216=&response-content-disposition=inline%3B+filename%3DCan_Baby_Bonds_Eliminate_the_Racial_Weal.pdf&Expires=1601660015&Signature=PAH9FUPeSnQLZzcRRBTlfeMtlAgS0fH3U50TFfIj4GeFL26NszbMISjMNmREq1J-UlqvMgLNKRdvpBC938WUau-cE7OW5G8WntwgnlV4lxYhR5VjUvlNw3TC4RpZRG22zSMNA0CMsXwDJj4qwrpr1IqvccETwu6c-6aInnwBY8h8WVLhtvcUTnuLB~lFKClYLzKeBrmuSd4VpksUeZ5OLLkgfLbyMnStFuRhd1NJ6uIecsKQCyjSmusZbBxvPqTRbn0mN-JIpM-lQdcMlmNXQKdyiGmBELf1dVLto3ucrevhZbO5kM-muLwfD6viF4hgH1hOaiVn4GXZ6NjIkPsGIQ__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
http://blogs.reuters.com/great-debate/2014/06/04/why-reparations-for-slavery-could-help-boost-the-economy/
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This startling statistic illustrates two broader economic realities with immense policy implications for
racial justice in America.

First, it suggests the scope of the total racial wealth gap—not the median gap between typical
households, but the full disparity between the fraction of wealth held by Black people and their
percentage of the U.S. population. Using data from the Federal Reserve’s 2016 Survey of Consumer
Finances,[2] if Black households held a share of the national wealth in proportion to their share of the
U.S. population, it would amount to $12.68 trillion in household wealth, rather than the actual sum, $2.54
trillion. The total racial wealth gap is over $10.14 trillion.[3]

Second, the rough wealth parity between 400 billionaires and 10 million Black households also indicates
the extreme and extremely racialized wealth concentration that exists in the contemporary United
States. A small fraction of Americans holds most American wealth, and they are almost exclusively
white. So, although white households are on average wealthier than Black households at every income
level, the vast majority of the total racial wealth gap, in dollar terms, is at the top.

“At the top of the wealth spectrum, there is a lot more money and a lot fewer Black
people.”

Figure 3 shows both of these phenomena in a single graph. The figure reports the proportion of total
wealth held by Black and non-Black households at each level of household wealth. The dark blue bars
indicate the fraction of wealth held by Black families in each wealth quantile; as noted above, Black
households have only a small fraction of national household wealth, and this holds at every wealth level.
At the same time, the chart shows how highly wealth is concentrated. The richest 10% of American
households hold more than three-quarters of all U.S. household wealth.[4] Finally, the graph
demonstrates the interplay between the racial wealth gap and wealth concentration. Among the richest
10% of households, only 1.9% of these households are Black. In short: At the top of the wealth
spectrum, there is a lot more money and a lot fewer Black people.

https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Figure-2-Shares-of-US-household-wealth-Forbes-400-and-Black-households.png
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In fact, the chart does not fully indicate how concentrated wealth is by both class and race. Half of the
wealth held in the top 10%, about two-fifths of all American household wealth, is held by the top 1% of

households. Within the top 1% of households, less
than 1% identify as Black.

Even the wealthiest Black households, moreover, are less wealthy than the wealthiest white households.
According to the Forbes 2020 list, the 571 white billionaires, who make up 93% of all billionaires, have
about $2.8 trillion dollars in personal net worth. This is 96% of all billionaire-held wealth and more than
3% of the total household wealth of the United States. The five Black billionaires, who make up 0.8% of
all billionaires, have $14 billion dollars, less than 0.5% of all billionaire-held wealth. Were Black people
represented among billionaires in accordance with their portion of the U.S. population, there would be
80 Black billionaires, and they would hold not $14 billion dollars, but $383 billion dollars. In other words,
the racial wealth gap among billionaires is $369 billion dollars.

The point is not that billionaires need more billions, or that America needs more billionaires. On the
contrary. The point is that closing the total racial wealth gap is exceptionally difficult without reducing the
concentration of wealth among a small class of almost exclusively white people. Even equality of total
wealth would not be real parity, moreover, if white people continued to be immensely over-represented
among the very rich, whose economic and political power is both quantitatively and qualitatively different
from that held by most Americans.

The problem is clearly illustrated if we imagine the wealth gap between Black and white households
were completely eliminated for all but the richest 10% of households. This would be an extraordinary
achievement of public policy: total wealth parity between all the Black and white households that have
less than $1.2 million in net worth. Nonetheless, because so much of American wealth is held by so few,
the total racial wealth gap would still be $8.3 trillion dollars, more than 80% of the total wealth gap that
exists today.[5]

Back to top ⇑

https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Figure-3-Household-wealth-by-race-and-wealth-quintile.png
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2019/06/25/six-facts-about-wealth-in-the-united-states/
https://www.federalreserve.gov/econres/notes/feds-notes/wealth-and-income-concentration-in-the-scf-20200928.htm
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Racial justice requires heavy taxes on wealth

Most analyses of the racial wealth gap, and most policy agendas to close the disparity, 

focus on the median household. And for good
reason: The median captures the experience of the typical person, for whom housing and education
costs are major factors in wealth accumulation. But as the data above demonstrate, closing the median
racial disparity in wealth is not the whole task. Darity and Mullen use the total racial wealth gap as their
measure of the contemporary economic disparity between Black and white Americans that has resulted
from centuries of discrimination and exploitation. Taking into account the distribution of the total racial
wealth gap, it is clear that racial justice requires progressive taxation.

A first step would be to reverse the slide toward regressivity that has characterized the American tax
code in recent decades. Top marginal income tax rates have fallen from a peak of 92% in the early
1950s to 37% today.[6] The income tax rewards wealth over work by taxing income from ownership at
much lower rates than income from salaries and wages. State and local taxes, moreover, are 

generally regressive. In sum, the 

tax code is only somewhat progressive for those
between the poor and the upper-middle class, and tax rates actually go down for the very rich.

“[T]he tax code is only somewhat progressive for those between the poor and the upper-
middle class, and tax rates actually go down for the very rich.”

Additionally, though nominally color-blind, the U.S. tax code is not race-neutral in its effects. As 

political scientist Chris Faricy notes, tax

https://www.demos.org/sites/default/files/publications/RacialWealthGap_1.pdf
https://itep.org/whopays/
http://bostonreview.net/forum/emmanuel-saez-gabriel-zucman-taxing-superrich
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/04/opinion/the-american-dream-is-tax-reforms-biggest-obstacle.html
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expenditures disproportionately help upper-middle-
class whites. Tax advantages for home ownership amount to a “

racial subsidy for white families,” while local
property tax assessments are systematically biased against Black homeowners.[7] Legal scholar
Dorothy Brown notes that Black families are more likely to pay a marriage penalty.[8] In addition, there
are tax-privileged workplace retirement plans, which fewer Black people have access to, and tax
benefits for the elderly, which fewer Black people receive due to shorter life expectancy. Low-income

people of color are also targeted for audits, and
states have come to increasingly rely on fees and fines which are 

extremely regressive and linked to discriminatory
policing. In other words, tax policies compound the discrimination and exploitation that Black people
experience in hiring, housing, education, health, and other aspects of life.

Reversing these policies and top-heavy tax cuts like the 

2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act would help ensure that
the tax code does not exacerbate racial inequity. But to close the total racial wealth gap requires more
than just the undoing of the tax code’s most regressive and racially biased aspects. It demands taxation
at levels high enough to reduce the extreme wealth-hoarding that characterizes the contemporary
American economy.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2016/04/18/how-the-u-s-tax-system-disadvantages-racial-minorities/
https://escholarship.org/content/qt7rf4g9pc/qt7rf4g9pc.pdf
https://context-cdn.washingtonpost.com/notes/prod/default/documents/19fd7c55-911a-448f-a089-d299c773b5fb/note/84507c99-e0be-42bc-8c01-bd105496bebb.#page=1
https://apps.urban.org/features/race-and-taxes/#retirement-savings
https://apps.urban.org/features/race-and-taxes/#age
https://www.propublica.org/article/irs-now-audits-poor-americans-at-about-the-same-rate-as-the-top-1-percent
https://itep.org/why-local-jurisdictions-heavy-reliance-on-fines-and-fees-is-a-tax-policy-issue/
https://itep.org/race-wealth-and-taxes-how-the-tax-cuts-and-jobs-act-supercharges-the-racial-wealth-divide/
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Tax policies that would substantially reduce the total racial wealth gap must be highly progressive and
very heavy. The first point is obvious; progressive taxes hit those at the top of the economic spectrum,
where the bulk of the racial wealth gap resides. The second point—that progressive taxes need to be
high to be meaningful—is also an obvious truth, though more rarely acknowledged. Progressivity
measures only the relative impact of a tax, not its total effect. For example, a tax of $1 on billionaires
and $0 on everyone else is highly progressive, but it is far too low to affect the distribution of wealth.

There are an array of tax policies that could fit these
basic criteria. Taxes on estates or inheritance are especially promising because intra-generational

transfers account for fully half of total wealth in the

United States as well as “ more of the racial wealth
gap than any other demographic and socioeconomic indicators including education, income and
household structure.” Higher top marginal tax rates on income, while not exactly correlated with wealth, 

reduce income inequality both pre- and post-tax.
Both of these approaches are tried and true. As economists 

Emmanuel Saez and Gabriel Zucman explain, the
“development of progressive income and estate taxation” in the mid-20th century “made it difficult to
accumulate and pass on large fortunes.” When these policies were reversed in the late 20th century, the
economic elite found they could amass and transfer to their heirs a larger and larger share of wealth.

https://taxprof.typepad.com/files/kamin.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Batchelder_LO_FINAL.pdf
https://www.federalreserve.gov/econres/notes/feds-notes/wealth-and-income-concentration-in-the-scf-20200928.htm
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/45857103/Can_Baby_Bonds_Eliminate_the_Racial_Weal20160522-20195-urq65m.pdf?1463933216=&response-content-disposition=inline%3B+filename%3DCan_Baby_Bonds_Eliminate_the_Racial_Weal.pdf&Expires=1602105032&Signature=ce2K6ucXL0lBFjuV2GW5RIsJ3Q4Duj4AcamboLM2Fy6awtWzrXjB5IzOcpDfim7bT0OQfrmv9WZrtxHrLHFQqJfMNrZOMncpposX8RRz5J~dQlMoMH50-KO1t4Jv1jWa0dsxw1kYQdtKibF0JCEnRTj72zOzVQARDjLC~70TB51bPo~UyooW1bytKnkgstAIecGRWii~-DM5iNf4X8w6SLm9T2MP3pqKAIwipojoe3hhepc2Jq5oZFmLeLql1xBLYHjgX7y3W4Xtuwv1M21modEP2KiYx-6j4Qd8LRl9Gb1lehJ2r34Zw1hHIK1RNk0~VxQJ0ZjsI1kBBmHeljH2RA__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
https://www.nber.org/papers/w17616.pdf
https://watermark.silverchair.com/qjw004.pdf?token=AQECAHi208BE49Ooan9kkhW_Ercy7Dm3ZL_9Cf3qfKAc485ysgAAAp0wggKZBgkqhkiG9w0BBwagggKKMIIChgIBADCCAn8GCSqGSIb3DQEHATAeBglghkgBZQMEAS4wEQQM0tS3zn9-nwubic2YAgEQgIICUC7BekjaLP7sVLcj_yurAbL2bHp_qE2frqkApCG1TTANRwgUQD8AsAsPKhtvJVuMoJS7uabAFPPnH5wxyeC5eJdxgBXJvh2SCsVVWPwHyfv8xy_qawxFWkXKFyoZeWwY-r3IYqmT6LcFMe5cIyMZBIlifUTEvYYpFbeLf03RcxPFT0KDOeUE6kSlC6pYMduHttmzqhsXWoS-arqRNIvKxY_-pkmpb07RxXg5F7FGN395a4RzcWU_0HxjTdD6JvjTfidHopl3awSmrdxPZCskVFqwJ2-xUjMnAm6bpPk426O2Rcwa93DQ5B8pTm080F7m4qM-NCRruhcEzIJM2HnxDDuRrxIaLY--fScs_0IJVeSDikA6WZX5K0wKxY6zRSVcEN-mx7-3jn6w233k904eUQNiQN_GSUGcqLObvAkNks4AUGJxapxDPDl8ejljtux7oAaTigWgtwsPWIbfdBXfZ-dd8_LT0G6D28uKs3oVpsQ7xNXGetp2TkccG5Re2RwOql5hCTvHT6EXnI5QDTRM6JEnvHqc377IFru2GWeCOKu-lstCKvvY6qvUuDT-15hiaqbX18zkyzaEHcxZBGFX7zjN3gKjqIkE5qERc0E_vU_bJ1u3LnS_nQSYHiK5twqI_3Y0fZ4Ica9qVcCbKGfIZec6vstcKYDwofSBOuRVNGwwj5t-mDJtXouLHAs9mDeqxgKcLcnBfScn3bVybfpwdqMPUxqcSXPPFdF1VTcY5AhZLVRSedLH5o7YrI7DTlv6Qf80edQJ_ErX5FJkUEzSoQ0
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Perhaps the most efficient route is the newly popular proposal of a tax directly on wealth. Legal scholar
Beverly Moran has discussed the potential of a wealth tax in the context of a reparations program.[9]

Using data from Saez and Zucman on the
distributional effects of the wealth tax plans, we can estimate the potential impact of such a policy on the
racial wealth gap. The most aggressive plan considered by Saez and Zucman, proposed by Thomas
Piketty in his 2019 book, “Capital and Ideology,” would impose a 90% marginal tax rate on billionaires,
which would in essence limit fortunes to $1 billion dollars.[10] Though Piketty’s proposed tax would touch
barely 600 households, it would immediately reduce racial wealth inequality by $294 billion. Applying a
similar policy at a lower threshold, $110 million in wealth, would reach about 16,000 households and
would reduce racial wealth inequality by about a remarkable $500 billion.

Note that this impact comes prior to any allocation of the revenue raised by these taxes, which would

amount to trillions of dollars. These revenues could
also be allocated to reduce the racial wealth gap. But the tax alone results in an increase in racial equity
of several hundred billion dollars simply by reducing the fortunes of the extremely wealthy, who are
disproportionately white.

If such a narrowly targeted tax can have a measurable impact on the racial wealth gap, a more
comprehensive tax strategy to reduce wealth concentration could easily have even more substantial
effects. Assessing the impact on the total racial wealth gap should become a standard practice in the
analysis of tax proposals’ distributional effects. While technically complicated, depending on the

measure and given the lack of race-specific data
gathered by the IRS, such calculations provide vital information about the economic implications of tax
proposals. What is already clear, however, is that heavy progressive taxation can and should reverse
racial inequity at the economic levels left unaddressed by expenditure-based racial justice policies.

Back to top ⇑

Conclusion
Because wealth in the United States is so highly concentrated, and because the extremely wealthy are
almost exclusively white people, high and progressive taxation is a critical component of any plan to
close the racial wealth gap.

It is important to note that the racial justice effect of heavy progressive taxation precedes the spending
of the resulting revenue, and is, in fact, independent of the revenue raised. The direct economic effects

http://gabriel-zucman.eu/files/saez-zucman-wealthtax-sanders.pdf
https://www.warren.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/saez-zucman-wealthtax.pdf
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3231315
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of taxation are often underappreciated; there is a tendency to focus on how the money raised will be
spent. But taxes have their own economic impact, separate from the use of revenue. Heavy progressive
taxation directly reduces the racial disparity of wealth because it reduces the highly concentrated wealth
that is held almost exclusively by white people.

Of course, public revenues can and should be used to advance racial equity. The tax proposals
discussed here could raise immense amounts of revenue, and the effect of progressive taxation on the
racial wealth gap could easily be multiplied by devoting its revenues to programs that would increase
economic equality. But the purpose of the proposal here is not to develop a revenue stream for racial
justice investments, particularly if the amount of revenue were to be misrepresented as a ceiling for the
size of a such expenditures. High and progressive taxation of extreme wealth is in itself a strategy for
racial justice, a complement to spending-based approaches and not a budget offset.

It is worth considering why it is rare to see calculations of the racial justice effects of progressive
taxation. Some of the reasons are technical; there are many assumptions involved in assessing the
impact of taxes on the wealth distribution. Moreover, the tendency to use the median as the measure of
the racial wealth gap, while useful for capturing the typical experience, disguises the implications of
extreme wealth concentration.

“[T]he difference between Black wealth and white wealth in America is not only the result
of exclusion, it is the result of exploitation.”

But there is, I believe, another reason taxation is sometimes sidelined in our consideration of race and
the economy. It is common in policy circles to describe the racial wealth gap as the result of the
exclusion of Black people from opportunity. And this is certainly accurate. But the difference between
Black wealth and white wealth in America is not only the result of exclusion, it is the result of
exploitation.

Fundamental to U.S. economy has always been the transmogrification of Black labor and talent into
white wealth. We can, in our longer-standing institutions, sometimes track wealth’s lineage directly to
that exploitation: universities that preserved themselves by 

selling human chattel; newspapers that 

published enslavers’ advertisements; states that 

profited from convict leasing; banks that enriched

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/17/us/georgetown-university-search-for-slave-descendants.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2000/07/06/nyregion/a-newspaper-apologizes-for-slave-era-ads.html
https://www.texasmonthly.com/articles/sugar-land-slave-convict-labor-history/
https://money.cnn.com/2018/02/27/investing/wells-fargo-sacramento-lawsuit-discriminatory-lending/index.html
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themselves by defrauding Black homeowners. Each
story is another entry in a centuries-long ledger that many people would prefer not to examine in its
entirety.

The case for reparations lays bare the reality that the distribution of American wealth is not an innocent
consequence of individual fortune or effort. I am convinced that chattel slavery and apartheid, like
genocide, are crimes of such magnitude that they place upon a nation an unassailable moral claim for
restitution. But accepting that reparations are owed to Black America does not preclude other moral
claims for economic reform and redistribution. And so it is profoundly uncomfortable for the holders of
American property to consider its origins. We are, in the words of William Blackstone, so pleased with
our right of property that “we seem afraid to look back to the means by which it was acquired, as if
fearful of some defect in our title.”

Squeamishness is no excuse for policy inaction. Today, American wealth has consolidated in a very
small number of hands, hands that are almost exclusively white. Any agenda to close the racial wealth
gap should include heavy taxation of extreme wealth.
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